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Soft clock
A ceramic clock with all the detail and feeling of a soft clock made from fabric. The clock was first stitched in fabric by 
Kiki herself. Moulds are then taken from the fabric model and when ceramic cast are taken you can still see the wrinkles 
and details of the original fabric clock.

Designer Kiki van Eijk
Year of design 2008
Material Ceramic
Additional (*Please insert the required colour initial at the end of the product code.)

Requires one AA type battery
Product Codes Moooi, accessories, soft clock MOASC-----*

Detailing
The Moooi logo and the signiture of Kiki features on the back of each clock.

Colour
Each Clock has Gold coloured hands except for the Silver version which has silver.

Black White Silver Gold
(*B) (*W) (*S) (*G)
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Main dimensions

     
   

    
 

   
     22cm 14cm

24 5
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Technical     
The Soft clock has a Quartz battery operated clock which requires one 'AA' type battery. The battery can be easily
replaced via the access hole in the base of the clock.

Packaging

H-26cm
W-38cm
D-38cm

1-Colli
2.8-Net
4-Gross

24.5cm
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Photography
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Photography by Nicole Marnati Moooi presentation, Salone del Mobile. 2008

Cleaning Instructions
To clean the Soft clock Moooi recommends first using a dry cloth to remove day-to-day dust particles. If there are 
visable finger prints (especially with the gold and silver versions) on the surface, use a gentle diluted glass cleaning fluid.
Moooi recommends always reading the label of any cleaning product you wish to use on or near any item from the 
Moooi collection. For more information on how to clean this product please contact your nearest Moooi agent or dealer 
which can be located via our website.
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